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LOCAL NEWS

GVC teacher says discovery in brick wall,

"made my year"
Written by Pam Fedack Wednesday, Jun 28 2023, 5:00 AM

GVC automotive instructors Robin Mondor (L) and Zane Strydom discovered the time capsule while taking down the wall of a former kiln room

A discovery in the wall of a classroom at Winkler's Garden Valley Collegiate (GVC) has stirred up some excitement.

Fifteen years ago during a parent-teacher meeting, GVC Automotive Instructor Robin Mondor was told a story that greatly piqued his interest. He explained a visiting parent

informed him of a time capsule in one of the walls of his classroom. Then, �ve years later, another parent shared the same story.

Since then, Mondor said he's been waiting for the day when the wall would come down. That day recently came, slowly revealing three glass viles containing tightly wound papers

with signatures dating back over 50 years.

GVC's automotive classroom was originally the school's art room, and the brick wall taken down was the former kiln room. 
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Submitted photo of one of the three glass vials prior to it being removed from the wall.

"So when it came time to tear this down, I told Carrie (GVC Principal) the story that there's a time capsule in this wall, and I want to be part of the destruction of the wall," Mondor

said with a laugh. "And so we started taking things apart. We took the seal o� the top just to look down, and we discovered in one of the corners that there was this little vial that

looked sort of like a test tube. And so I pull it out, and sure enough, there was something in there...And then Zane Strydom (GVC automotive Instructor) and I started to take the

wall apart a little bit more and found another one. And then we found the third one." 

GVC Principal Carrie Friesen says once they made the discovery, they had to unravel a small mystery. She said the papers had little codes written on them, and they were unsure

what those codes meant.

"And what they (codes) did was they corresponded with page numbers in the yearbook. So, of course, that wasn't clear to start with, but upon a little investigating, we put our

heads together and we �gured out that it was actually referring to a page number in the yearbook and every single one of those students faces and names corresponded with the

signature on some of the papers. So yeah, it was pretty fun." 

Friesen says they're now looking forward to seeing if any of the people that signed their names would like to come and take a look at the �nd.
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GVC Principal Carrie Friesen displaying one of the delicate papers next to the yearbook page that matched up the faces with the names of the corresponding paper.

The papers also included the name of a teacher from 1972. 

"We kept taking the wall apart because we always thought there would be art and stu� like that from the art teacher," added Mondor. 

Mondor says the �rst paper they unrolled contained the name, Robert Cooney. He was the �rst auto teacher in the program at GVC. 

"It made my week," added Mondor. "It made my year because it's so exciting. I've always heard about it and I've always wanted to try to �nd it. I was always looking at the bricks

wondering, which one looks di�erent? But I never thought it would be in one of these little test tubes."
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The glass vials and their contents along with a yearbook from 1971-72
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Parent and Tot Skate
Wed, Jun 28, 9:45 AM

https://pembinavalleyonline.com/events/111482
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FREE - The Healing Power of Music - Jam Session
Wed, Jun 28, 1:30 PM

Wellness Wednesdays - Ages 15-30
Wed, Jun 28, 2:00 PM

Pastel Nagomi for Kids with Angel Mok
Wed, Jun 28, 5:00 PM

PICKLEBALL -
Wed, Jun 28, 6:00 PM
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